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We study electron transport in nanojunctions in which an electron on a quantum dot or a molecule
is interacting with an N-state local impurity, a harmonic (“Holstein”) mode, or a two-state system
(“spin”). These two models, the Anderson-Holstein model and the spin-fermion model, can be con-
veniently transformed by a shift transformation into a form suitable for a perturbative expansion in
the tunneling matrix element. We explore the current-voltage characteristics of the two models in
the limit of high temperature and weak electron-metal coupling using a kinetic rate equation formal-
ism, considering both the case of an equilibrated impurity, and the unequilibrated case. Specifically,
we show that the analog of the Franck-Condon blockade physics is missing in the spin-fermion
model. We complement this study by considering the low-temperature quantum adiabatic limit
of the dissipative spin-fermion model, with fast tunneling electrons and a slow impurity. While a
mean-field analysis of the Anderson-Holstein model suggests that nonlinear functionalities, bistabil-
ity and hysteresis may develop, such effects are missing in the spin-fermion model at the mean-field
level.
I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular electronic devices have been of significant
interest in the past decade offering a fertile playground
for studying fundamentals of nonequilibrium many-body
physics [1–3]. The simplest junction includes a single
molecule, possibly gated, bridging two voltage-biased
leads. Mechanisms of charge transport in such systems,
specifically, the role of many-body interactions (electron-
phonon, electron-electron, electron-magnetic impurity)
can be resolved e.g., from direct current-voltage measure-
ments, studies of current noise, and from different types
of spectroscopy, inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy
and Raman studies [1–3]. Naturally, molecular electronic
degrees of freedom are coupled to nuclear vibrations, and
signatures of this interaction appear through peaks in the
differential conductance [4], nonequilibrium heating of vi-
brational modes [5], the presence of the Franck-Condon
blockade [6–9] and other (proposed) effects: vibrational
instabilities [10–12], vibrationally induced negative dif-
ferential resistance [13], current hysteresis, switching and
bistability [14–20], and electron-pair tunneling [21].
In the simplest theoretical description of electron-
conducting junctions only degrees of freedom that im-
mediately participate in the transport process are in-
cluded. The single-impurity “Anderson-Holstein” (AH)
model comprises a single electronic level (dot) and a lo-
cal harmonic-vibrational mode. Electrons on the dot
may electrostatically repel, but the metals are treated
as Fermi gases with noninteracting electrons. This min-
imal model has been revisited many times, and it has
been examined in different limits by means of analytical,
perturbative and numerical techniques. Perturbation ex-
pansions were performed in either the electron-phonon
interaction parameter or the tunneling matrix element
to the metals, resulting in Redfield [12, 13, 22], polaronic
[7, 8, 11, 23] and Keldysh Green’s function equations
of motion [24]. Numerically exact tools provide tran-
sient effects towards the steady-state limit. Among such
techniques we list wave-function based methodologies
[19, 20, 25], time-dependent numerical renormalization
group approaches [26, 27], and iterative-deterministic [28]
and diagrammatic Monte Carlo [29, 30] path-integral
tools.
FIG. 1: Minimal modeling of nanojunctions with a single
electronic level (energy ǫd) coupled to two metals. In the
Anderson-Holstein (AH) model the vibrational mode is
displaced depending on the charge number in the dot.
The spin-fermion model (SF) is a truncated version of
the AH model. Its (nondegenerate) two states describe
e.g., an anharmonic mode or a magnetic impurity in an
external magnetic field. Electrons residing on the dot
may flip the spin state.
The Anderson-Holstein model describes the potential
energy of atoms displaced from equilibrium within the
harmonic approximation. It is important to examine
nanojunctions beyond this ideal limit, and describe more
realistic structures. Several recent studies considered the
role of molecular anharmonicity (in the form of a Morse
potential) on charge transport characteristics, generally
displaying small effects [10, 31]. More fundamentally, the
AH model should be extended beyond the harmonic limit
to describe situations in which electrons on the dot couple
2to naturally anharmonic degrees of freedom, intramolec-
ular, or in the surrounding. Such situations arise in dif-
ferent setups: nanojunctions consisting local magnetic
impurities [32, 33], nanoelectromechanical devices [34],
semiconductor quantum dots coupled to nuclear spins in
the surroundings [35–37], charge sensing in the junction
through e.g., nitrogen-vacancy centers [38, 39], and when
the electronic degrees of freedom are coupled to (discrete
or continuous) molecular conformations [40].
In this paper we extend the AH model, and allow the
electron on the dot to interact with an N -state “impu-
rity”, rather than with a strictly harmonic mode. Partic-
ularly, we introduce the “spin fermion” (SF) model with
a two-state impurity, e.g. a magnetic spin, see Fig. 1.
The AH and the SF models were treated separately in
the literature in the context of molecular electronics, or
in relation to the nonequilibrium Kondo physics. The
purpose of this paper is to provide a direct comparison
between the transport characteristics of these two situ-
ations, with very simple modeling. Our goal is to ex-
plore whether nontrivial nonequilibrium many-body ef-
fects predicted to show in the AH model: Franck-Condon
blockade and current hysteresis and bistability, persist
when the dot electron interacts with a different type of a
scatterer, e.g., a magnetic spin.
We compare the behavior of the AH and SF models in
two limits. First, at high temperatures we use a simple-
transparent rate equation method [7, 11, 23]. Applying a
general small-polaron-type transformation, we reduce the
N -state impurity model Hamiltonian into a form suitable
for a strong-coupling electron-impurity treatment. We
then study the current-voltage characteristics of the AH
and the SF models in the sequential-tunneling limit, and
explore current blockade mechanisms. We confirm that in
the AH model the Franck-Condon blockade (FCB) effect
dominates at strong coupling [6, 7], but we find that in
the SF model this type of blockade is missing altogether.
In the second part of the paper we briefly compare the
behavior of the two models in the quantum regime, in
the complementary adiabatic limit (fast electrons and a
slow impurity). Particularly, we examine the possible
existence of bistability and hysteresis in the SF model.
In this limit we find that the transport characteristics
of the SF and AH models directly correspond, but that
such nonlinear effects, predicted to show up for the AH
model, are missing in the SF case.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we in-
troduce the general model Hamiltonian and the two ex-
amples: the AH (Sec. II B) and the SF models (Sec.
II C). We also discuss these models in the broader con-
text of transport in a tight-binding network (Appendix).
In Sec. III we study the current-voltage characteristics
in the nonadiabatic limit. We review the master equa-
tion methodology in Sec. III A, and discuss the case with
dissipation in Sec. III B. Numerical results are presented
in Sec. III C. In Sec. IV we discuss the complemen-
tary quantum-adiabatic regime of strong electron-metal
coupling and a slow impurity. Sec. V concludes. For
simplicity, we set ~ = 1, kB = 1 (Boltzmann constant),
and e = 1 throughout the paper.
II. MODEL
A. N-state impurity
Our simple modeling of a molecular junction consists
a single spin-degenerate molecular electronic level (dot)
of energy ǫd. The dot is tunnel-coupled to two voltage-
biased metallic contacts. In the standard Anderson-
Holstein model electrons on the dot interact with equi-
librated or unequilibrated harmonic vibrational modes.
We generalize this setup and allow the electron to inter-
act with an N -state unit: spin qubit (N = 2), large spin
(N > 2), harmonic oscillator (N → ∞) or an anhar-
monic mode with a finite number of bound states. We
refer below to this N -state entity as an “impurity”, and
incorporate it in the system-molecular Hamiltonian HS .
The total Hamiltonian comprises the following terms
H = HS +HB +HSB. (1)
The system Hamiltonian includes the molecular elec-
tronic level (creation operator d†), the N -state impurity,
and the dot-impurity interaction,
HS = ǫdnˆd +
N−1∑
q=0
ǫq|q〉〈q| + αnˆd
∑
q,q′
Fq,q′ |q〉〈q′|. (2)
Here nˆd = d
†d denotes the occupation number opera-
tor for the dot. The impurity Hamiltonian is written in
the energy representation with the (possibly many-body)
states |q〉, q, q′ = 0, 1, ..., N − 1. It is coupled to the elec-
tron via its operator F with matrix elements Fq,q′ , α is a
dimensionless parameter. The bath includes two conduc-
tors (ν = L,R) comprising noninteracting fermions with
creation (annihilation) operators a†ν,k (aν,k),
HB =
∑
ν,k
ǫka
†
ν,kaν,k. (3)
The system-bath coupling includes the tunneling Hamil-
tonian,
HSB =
∑
ν,k
(
vν,ka
†
ν,kd+ v
∗
ν,kd
†aν,k
)
, (4)
with vν,k as the tunneling element, introducing the hy-
bridization energy
Γν(ǫ) = 2π
∑
k
|vν,k|2δ(ǫ − ǫk). (5)
The Hamiltonian (1)-(4) can be transformed into a form
more suitable for a perturbative expansion in the tunnel-
ing matrix element by means of a unitary-shift transfor-
mation. It is useful to define the impurity Hamiltonian,
3Himp = HS(nˆd = 1), or explicitly
Himp =
∑
q
ǫq|q〉〈q|+ α
∑
q,q′
Fq,q′ |q〉〈q′|. (6)
This operator is hermitian and it can be diagonalized
with a unitary transformation
H¯imp = e
AHimpe
−A, (7)
where A† = −A is an anti-hermitian operator in the
Hilbert space of the N -state impurity. We now intro-
duce a related unitary operator, V ≡ eAnˆd . Note that
eAnˆdde−Anˆd = de−A and eAnˆdd†e−Anˆd = d†eA. Thus,
operating on the original Hamiltonian, H¯ = V HV †, we
reach
H¯ =
∑
ν,k
ǫka
†
ν,kaν,k + ǫdnˆd
+
∑
ν,k
(
vν,ka
†
ν,kde
−A + v∗ν,kd
†aν,ke
A
)
+ (1 − nˆd)
∑
q
ǫq|q〉〈q| + nˆdH¯imp. (8)
We now exemplify this transformation in two limits. In
the standard AH model the impurity corresponds to a
harmonic mode which is coupled through its displace-
ment to the dot. In the SF model the impurity in-
cludes two states, and the two-state transition operator
is coupled to the dot number operator. Furthermore,
the transformation can be performed on a tight-binding
model with M electronic sites, where each site is cou-
pled to multiple impurities. In the Appendix we dis-
cuss this extension in the context of exciton transfer in
chromophore complexes, considering an anharmonic en-
vironment rather than the common harmonic-bath model
[47, 48].
B. Case I: Harmonic oscillator
The AH Hamiltonian follows the generic form (2)-(4),
specified as
HAH = H
AH
S +HB +HSB. (9)
The excess electron on the dot interacts with an harmonic
mode of frequency ω0, ǫq = qω0, q = 0, 1, 2, ..., some-
times referred to as a “phonon”. The interaction opera-
tor allows excitation and de-excitation processes between
neighboring vibrational states,
Fq,q′ = ω0
∑
q,q′
√
q|q〉〈q′|δq′=q−1 + h.c. (10)
It is more convenient to work with the creation and an-
nihilation operators, b†0 and b0, for a boson mode of
frequency ω0. The molecular Hamiltonian is given by
HAHS = ω0b
†
0b0 + αω0
(
b†0 + b0
)
nˆd, and the impurity
Hamiltonian
HAHimp = ω0b
†
0b0 + αω0
(
b†0 + b0
)
(11)
can be diagonalized with the (small-polaron) shift trans-
formation (7) [41]. The operator A satisfies
A = α(b†0 − b0), (12)
resulting in
H¯AHimp = ω0b
†
0b0 − α2ω0. (13)
We substitute this expression into Eq. (8), and immedi-
ately obtain the standard result
H¯AH = e
AnˆdHAHe
−Anˆd
=
∑
ν,k
ǫka
†
ν,kaν,k
+
∑
ν,k
[
vν,ka
†
ν,kde
−α(b†
0
−b0) + v∗ν,kd
†aν,ke
α(b†
0
−b0)
]
+ ǫdnˆd + ω0b
†
0b0 − α2ω0nˆd. (14)
The interaction of electrons with phonons form the “po-
laron”: The single-particle dot energies are renormalized,
ǫd → ǫd − α2ω0, and the tunneling elements are dressed
by the translational operator e−α(b
†
0
−b0), corresponding
to a shift in the equilibrium position of the mode when
an electron is residing on the dot.
C. Case II: Two-level system
In the “spin-fermion model” the excess electron on the
dot is coupled to a two-state system, referred to as a
“spin”. This model has been explored in previous works,
for example in Refs. [42–45], but focus has been placed on
the decoherence and dissipative dynamics of the two-level
system, specifically when interacting with a nonequilib-
rium environment, voltage-biased leads. Complementing
these studies, here we investigate the transport charac-
teristics of the SF model. The total Hamiltonian (2)-(4)
now reads
HSF = H
SF
S +HB +HSB, (15)
with the molecular part HSFS =
ω0
2 σz + αω0σxnˆd. Here,
σx,y,z denote the Pauli matrices. The impurity Hamilto-
nian is hermitian,
HSFimp =
ω0
2
σz + αω0σx, (16)
and it can be diagonalized with a unitary transformation
(7). The generator of this transformation is
A = iλσy , λ =
1
2
arctan(2α), (17)
4resulting in
H¯SFimp =
ω0
2
σz +
ω0
2
(
1− cos 2λ
cos 2λ
)
σz. (18)
We substitute this expression into Eq. (8) and reach
H¯SF = e
AnˆdHSF e
−Anˆd
=
∑
ν,k
ǫka
†
ν,kaν,k
+
∑
ν,k
[
vν,ka
†
ν,kde
−iλσy + v∗ν,kd
†aν,ke
iλσy
]
+ ǫdnˆd +
ω0
2
σz +
ω0
2
(
1− cos 2λ
cos 2λ
)
σznˆd. (19)
A related shift transformation has been used in Ref. [46]
for studying the dynamics of a spin immersed in a spin
bath within the noninteracting blip approximation.
Recall that in the shifted AH model, Eq. (14),
electron-phonon coupling shows up in two (polaronic)
features: the dot-metal tunneling elements are dressed,
and the single particle (dot) energies are renormalized.
In the SF model (19) the tunneling operators are simi-
larly dressed by the interaction parameter λ, a nonlinear
function of the original dimensionless coupling α. Fur-
thermore, the SF model displays an anharmonic charac-
teristic: the spin gap (energy bias) depends on the charge
state of the dot.
III. KINETIC EQUATIONS FOR Γν < ω0, Tν
In this section we study the current-voltage character-
istics of the AH and SF models of Sec. II B and IIC in
the classical high-temperature limit and weak dot-metal
coupling by using the kinetic rate equation method of
Refs. [7, 8, 11, 23].
A. Unequilibrated impurity
The shifted Hamiltonian, Eq. (14) or Eq. (19), can
be compacted into the form H¯ = HB + H¯SB + H¯S ; H¯SB
includes the dressed tunnel Hamiltonian, H¯S constitutes
the dot electron and the impurity, the last three terms in
either Eq. (14) or (19). The total Hamiltonian is given
in a form conductive for a perturbative expansion in the
electronic tunnel coupling vν,k, and we now briefly review
the derivation of a quantum Master equation valid to the
lowest order in this parameter, while exact, to that order,
in the impurity-electron coupling. In the absence of the
leads the eigenstates of the molecular system satisfy
H¯S |n, q〉 = ǫn,q|n, q〉, (20)
where n = 0, 1 denotes the number of electrons on the
dot and q identifies the state of the impurity. In the AH
model [Eq. (14)], q = 0, 1, 2, ... counts the number of
excited vibrations and the eigenenergies of H¯S obey
ǫ0,q = qω0,
ǫ1,q = ǫd − α2ω0 + qω0. (21)
In the SF model [Eq. (19)] q = ± identifies the state of
the spin. There are four possible molecular eigenstates
with energies
ǫ0,q = q
ω0
2
,
ǫ1,q = ǫd + q
ω0
2
(1 + κ). (22)
Here κ = (1− cos 2λ) / cos 2λ. Recall that λ =
1
2 arctan(2α), with α as the original (dimensionless)
electron-impurity interaction parameter. Simple manip-
ulations provide κ =
√
1 + 4α2 − 1, resulting in ǫ1,q =
ǫd + q
ω0
2
√
1 + 4α2.
One can rigorously derive kinetic quantum master
equations for the occupation Pnq of the |n, q〉 state when
the metal-molecule coupling is weak, Γν < Tν , ω0. The
standard derivation is worked out from the quantum Li-
ouville equation by applying the Born-Markov approxi-
mation, assuming fast electronic relaxation in the met-
als and slow tunneling dynamics. The resulting (bath-
traced) reduced-density matrix ρS obeys [49, 50]
ρ˙S = −itrB[H¯SB(t), ρS(0)ρB]
− trB
∫ t
0
dτ [H¯SB(t), [H¯SB(τ), ρS(t)ρB]], (23)
with ρB as the initial state of the two baths (metals), as-
sumed to be given by a factorized form, with each bath
prepared in a thermodynamic equilibrium state at the
temperature β−1ν and a chemical potential µν . The op-
erators are written in the interaction representation and
the trace is performed over the states of both baths. Ap-
plying the second part of the Markov limit, extending
the upper limit of integration to infinity, this differential
equation reduces to the Redfield equation [49]. It can be
furthermore simplified under the secular approximation,
ignoring coherences between molecular eigenstates. The
result is an equation of motion for the diagonal elements
of the reduced density matrix, Pnq (t) ≡ 〈q, n|ρS(t)|n, q〉
[7, 11, 23],
P˙nq (t) =
∑
n′,q′
(
Pn
′
q′ w
n′→n
q′→q − Pnq wn→n
′
q→q′
)
, (24)
with wn→n
′
q→q′ as the rate constants for the |n, q〉 → |n′, q′〉
transition. Processes that maintain the occupation state
of the dot do not contribute in this low order sequential-
tunneling scheme. Furthermore, the rate constants are
additive in this expansion, wn→n
′
q→q′ =
∑
ν=L,R w
n→n′
q→q′,ν
with the ν-bath-induced rates satisfying
w0→1q→q′,ν = s(0, 1)Γνfν(ǫ1,q′ − ǫ0,q)|Mq,q′ |2
w1→0q→q′,ν = s(1, 0)Γν [1− fν(ǫ1,q − ǫ0,q′)] |Mq,q′ |2.(25)
5While we had omitted the identifier to the spin state of
electrons in the original Hamiltonian, assuming electronic
energies are spin degenerate, the transition rates can be
amended to account for the multiplicity of the n = 1
level, by introducing the factors s(0, 1) = 2 and s(1, 0) =
1 [23]. The electronic hybridization is defined in Eq. (5),
and it is assumed from now on to be energy independent.
The function fν(ǫ) = [e
βν(ǫ−µν)+1]−1 denotes the Fermi-
Dirac distribution of the ν lead. The matrix elements
Mq,q′ = 〈q|e−A|q′〉 (26)
develop from the shift operators decorating the tunneling
elements in Eq. (8). In the AH model these are the
familiar Franck-Condon (FC) factors [51],
MAHq,q′ ≡ 〈q|e−α(b
†
0
−b0)|q′〉 q, q′ = 0, 1, 2... (27)
= sign(q′ − q)q−q′αqM−qme−α2/2
√
qm!
qM !
LqM−qmqm (α
2),
with qm = min{q, q′}, qM = max{q, q′}, and Lba(x) as
the generalized Laguerre polynomials. In the SF model
[Eq. (19)] this matrix elements are given by (q = ±1)
MSFq,q′ ≡ 〈q|e−iλσy |q′〉, (28)
MSFq,−q = −q sinλ, MSFq,q = cosλ.
Recall, λ = 12 arctan(2α). The electron current at the
ν contact can be evaluated within the rate equation for-
malism at the sequential-tunneling limit [11],
Iν =
∑
q,q′
(
P 0q w
0→1
q→q′,ν − P 1q w1→0q→q′,ν
)
. (29)
The correct dimensionality is reached by recovering the
prefactor e/~. Eq. (24) can be readily solved in the
long time limit enforcing P˙nq = 0. Substituting the re-
sulting occupations into Eq. (29), one can confirm that
in steady-state I ≡ IL = −IR. Our numerical results
below display only steady-state properties. The formal-
ism discussed here accounts only for sequential-tunneling
processes, but it can be extended without much effort
to accommodate next-order (co-tunneling) terms [7, 8].
One can also generalize this approach and calculate cur-
rent noise [6, 7] and other high order cumulants through
a full counting statistics analysis [52, 53].
B. Thermally-equilibrated or dissipative impurity
Interaction of the molecular junction with other de-
grees of freedom (DOF), solvent, secondary vibrations in
the case of a of molecular junction, nuclear spins, the
vibrations in the leads, may further influence the elec-
tronic current. We collect these DOF into an “environ-
ment” and assume that it constitutes a secondary effect
for electrons while it directly dissipates the impurity. We
include this secondary environment in two different ways:
(i) by enforcing the impurity to equilibrate with an addi-
tional bath of temperature Th = β
−1
h , see Eq. (31) below,
or (ii) by explicitly coupling the impurity to a large col-
lection of DOF, noninteracting harmonic oscillators or
spins.
Equilibrated impurity. The impurity is enforced to
equilibrate with a heat bath at Th = β
−1
h by enforcing
the ansatz [11],
Pnq = P
n e
−βhǫ0,q∑
q e
−βhǫ0,q
. (30)
We place this expression in Eq. (24), to solve for the
corresponding electronic occupations (P 1 = 1 − P 0). In
steady-state we find
P 0 =
∑
q,q′ e
−βhǫ0,q′ω1→0q′→q∑
q,q′
(
e−βhǫ0,q′ω1→0q′→q + e
−βhǫ0,qω0→1q→q′
) . (31)
The electronic occupations are substituted back into Eq.
(30) to directly provide the charge current (29).
Dissipative impurity. We augment the AH Hamilto-
nian (9) with a heat heat comprising independent DOF,
harmonic oscillators (bosonic operators b†j , bj) bilinearly
coupled (interaction energy ηj) to the molecular vibra-
tion (bosonic operators b†0, b0),
HdissAH =
∑
ν,k
ǫka
†
ν,kaν,k +
∑
ν,k
(
vν,ka
†
ν,kd+ v
∗
ν,kd
†aν,k
)
+ ω0b
†
0b0 + αω0
(
b†0 + b0
)
nˆd + ǫdnˆd
+
∑
j
ωjb
†
jbj +
(
b†0 + b0
)∑
j
ηj
(
b†j + bj
)
(32)
Employing the small polaron transformation as discussed
in Sec. II B, H¯dissAH = e
AnˆdHdissAH e
−Anˆd with A = α(b†0 −
b0), using the relations e
Anˆdb†0e
−Anˆd = b†0 − αnˆd and
eAnˆdb0e
−Anˆd = b0 − αnˆd, we get
H¯dissAH =
∑
ν,k
ǫka
†
ν,kaν,k +
∑
j
ωjb
†
jbj
+
∑
ν,k
[
vν,ka
†
ν,kde
−α(b†
0
−b0) + v∗ν,kd
†aν,ke
α(b†
0
−b0)
]
+ ǫdnˆd + ω0b
†
0b0 − α2nˆdω0
+
(
b†0 + b0 − 2αnˆd
)∑
j
ηj
(
b†j + bj
)
. (33)
In this form, the dot electron directly interacts with the
phonon environment; this effect is small (as expected)
when α≪ 1.
In the same spirit the SF model can be extended to
include a thermal environment, a harmonic bath or a
6collection of spins. In the latter case it is written as
HdissSF =
∑
ν,k
ǫka
†
ν,kaν,k +
∑
ν,k
(
vν,ka
†
ν,kd+ v
∗
ν,kd
†aν,k
)
+
ω0
2
σz + αω0σxnˆd + ǫdnˆd
+
∑
j
ωj
2
σjz + σx
∑
j
ηjσ
j
x. (34)
Applying the shift transformation of Sec. II C, we arrive
at the form
H¯dissSF =
∑
ν,k
ǫka
†
ν,kaν,k +
∑
j
ωj
2
σjz
+
∑
ν,k
[
vν,ka
†
ν,kde
−iλσy + v∗ν,kd
†aν,ke
iλσy
]
+ ǫdnˆd +
ω0
2
σz +
ω0
2
(
1− cos 2λ
cos 2λ
)
σznˆd
+ [σx cos(2λnˆd) + σz sin(2λnˆd)]
∑
j
ηjσ
j
x (35)
The last term has been obtained by using the relation
eiλnˆdσy = cos(λnˆd) + iσy sin(λnˆd). (36)
It can be simplified with the identities sin(2λnˆd) =
nˆd sin 2λ and cos(2λnˆd) = nˆd cos 2λ+ (1− nˆd).
The current-voltage characteristics of the dissipa-
tive models can be readily obtained in the sequential-
tunneling limit by extending the rate equation treatment
of Sec. III A, to include a weakly-coupled additional en-
vironment. For example, considering the SF model (35),
the rate equation (24) becomes (q, q′ = ±),
P˙nq (t) =
∑
n′,q′
(
Pn
′
q′ w
n′→n
q′→q − Pnq wn→n
′
q→q′
)
+
∑
q′ 6=q
(
Pnq′k
n→n
q′→q − Pnq kn→nq→q′
)
, (37)
with the metal-induced rates wn→n
′
q→q′ as in Eq. (25), and
the heat-bath induced rates
kn→nq→q′ = Γh(ω0)nS [(q
′ − q)ω0][1− n+ n cos(2λ)]. (38)
Here and in Eq. (40) below the spectral density function,
Γh(ω0) = 2π
∑
j
η2j δ(ωj − ω0), (39)
is evaluated at the impurity energy spacing. To be consis-
tent with the derivation of the kinetic equation (37), this
interaction energy should be assumed small, Γh ≪ αω0.
The spin distribution function nS(ω0) = [e
βhω0 + 1]−1
obeys the relation nS(−ω0) = 1−nS(ω0). We could sim-
ilarly couple the spin impurity to a harmonic heat bath,
modeling a secondary normal mode environment. In this
case the same rate equation holds, but the nonzero heat-
bath induced rates obey
kn→nq→q′ = Γh(ω0)nB [(q
′ − q)ω0], (40)
The Bose-Einstein distribution function nB(ω0) =
[eβhω0 − 1]−1 satisfies nB(−ω0) = nB(ω0) + 1. The cur-
rent [Eq. (29)] is computed from the long time solution
of Eq. (37).
C. Results
We study the behavior of the junction in the steady-
state limit, and compare the current-voltage characteris-
tics of the AH and SF models. Particularly, we wish to
understand mechanisms of current suppression in these
junctions. Unless otherwise stated, we used Γ ≡ ΓL =
ΓR, βL = βR = 20, ω0 = 1. The voltage bias is applied
symmetrically, µL = −µR, defining ∆µ = µL − µR. The
current is given in units of Γ; the voltage bias ∆µ, Γh
and Tν , Th are given in multiples of ω0.
1. Molecular eigenenergies and overlap integral
We present in Fig. 2 the eigenenergies of the molec-
ular eigenstates |n, q〉, Eqs. (21) and (22). For simplic-
ity, we include only six levels for the harmonic oscilla-
tor. The energies which do not develop with α corre-
spond to an empty dot, n = 0. When an electron is
residing on the molecule, the eigenenergies of the two
models show marked qualitative differences: In the AH
model energy spacings between adjacent levels are fixed,
ǫn,q − ǫn,q−1 = ω0, and the levels bend in a quadratic
manner, see Eq. (21). In contrast, in the SF model
the pair with n = 1 depart; at small α the departure is
quadratic, ǫ1,+−ǫ1,− ∼ α2ω0, while for large coupling the
gap grows linearly with α. In Fig. 2 We display results
using different gate voltages, ǫd, to assist us in explaining
transport features below.
The dressing elements of the tunneling Hamiltonian
are displayed in Fig. 3. In the AH model (dashed lines)
〈q|e−α(b†0−b0)|0〉 are the common Franck-Condon (FC)
factors, overlap integrals between the ground vibronic
state and excited vibronic levels. We can interpret the
dressing terms of the SF model (full lines) by considering,
for example, the element 〈±|e−iλσy |+〉. Note that when
α → ∞, λ → π/4 and | sin(λ)|2 = | cosλ|2 = 1/2. The
spin-up state can thus be rotated by an angle λ ≤ π/4
to produce
e−iλσy |+〉 = cosλ|+〉+ sinλ|−〉. (41)
We then overlap the shifted state with the two possi-
ble spin outcomes. We learn from Fig. 3 that while in
the AH model the FC factors favor high energy transi-
tions at large α, to realize the Franck-Condon blockade
7physics, in the SF model this effect is missing and tran-
sitions which do not involve a spin-flip are favored for all
α. What about other nanojunctions, with N > 2 impuri-
ties? In Fig. 4 we consider truncated (finite N) harmonic
impurities satisfying Eqs. (6) and (10). We display the
matrix elements M0,q obtained from Eq. (26), where e
A
is the unitary transformation diagonalizing the relevant
impurity Hamiltonian. We find that already for N = 3
off-diagonal transitions are favored at large α, once the
curves cross and |M0,0|2 < |M0,1|2. We have also verified
(not shown) that for large N we recover the standard FC
elements.
2. Mechanisms of current blockade
Current blockade, suppression of electronic current for
voltage biases below a certain critical value, may develop
through different mechanisms: (i) In noninteracting mod-
els or for weakly-interacting cases the tunneling current
is suppressed in off-resonance situations. We now elab-
orate on this trivial suppression, then clarify the related
many-body case. Ignoring interactions, the AH and SF
models reduce to the resonant-level model. The steady-
state current can now be calculated exactly, and this Lan-
dauer expression can be expanded in orders of Γν/Tν to
provide the lowest order sequential-tunneling limit
I =
ΓLΓR
ΓL + ΓR
[fL(ǫd)− fR(ǫd)] . (42)
If the resonant level, energy ǫd, is placed outside the
bias window, an “off-resonance blockade” (ORB) (cur-
rent suppression) shows. At positive bias the blockade
is lifted at the critical voltage ∆µc satisfying (the Fermi
energy is set to zero),
∆µc = 2|ǫd|. (43)
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FIG. 2: Eigenenergies ǫn,q of the SF model (full) when (a)
ǫd = 0, (b) ǫd = 1.5, and (c) ǫd = −0.8. In panel (a) we
also display low-lying (q = 0, 1, ..., 5) eigenenergies of the AH
molecular Hamiltonian (dashed).
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FIG. 4: Dressing elements |Mq,q′ |
2 for truncated harmonic
impurities of N = 3 and N = 5 states with Fq,q′ from Eq.
(10).
In strongly interacting systems this off-resonance condi-
tion is modified by the many-body interaction parame-
ter α. In general terms, the blockade is lifted when the
applied bias is large so as incoming electrons can pro-
vide sufficient energy for making (allowed) transitions
between many-body states, within the relevant order of
perturbation theory,
∆µc = 2∆E, ∆E ≡ min|ǫ1,q − ǫ0,q′ |. (44)
We refer below to this many-body extension of the ORB
as the “many-body off-resonance blockade” (MB-ORB).
One should note that this effect takes place in both the
SF and the AH models.
At low temperatures Th/ω0 ≪ 1 only the ground state
of the impurity is significantly occupied. The blockade is
then practically determined by a pair of states which are
thermally occupied, not necessarily of the smallest fre-
quency (44). For example, in the SF model the relevant
8low temperature energy difference is given by
∆E− ≡ |ǫ1,− − ǫ0,−|
= |ǫd − ω0
2
(
√
1 + 4α2 − 1)|. (45)
Thermal effects may open up new channels, dramatically
reducing the critical voltage: At high temperatures both
spin states are occupied, thus three other transitions con-
tribute to the current: This includes the transition in-
volving the states |1,+〉 and |0,+〉, of spacing
∆E+ ≡ |ǫ1,+ − ǫ0,+|
= |ǫd + ω0
2
(
√
1 + 4α2 − 1)|, (46)
and transitions which require a spin-flip (f),
∆Ef± ≡ |ǫ1,± − ǫ0,∓|
= |ǫd ± ω0
2
(
√
1 + 4α2 + 1)|. (47)
If ǫd < 0 and α is taken sufficiently large, ∆E+ becomes
the smallest transition frequency, see Fig. 2(c). Thus, at
negative gating the blockade region contracts from ∆E−
to ∆E+ when we increase the temperature from Th/ω0 ≪
1 to Th/ω0 ∼ 1. This strong effect is displayed below in
Fig. 10.
(ii) The “Franck-Condon blockade” effect dominates
the AH physics at strong electron-phonon coupling [6, 7].
This is because at large shifts α ≫ 1 transitions from
q = 0 to high vibronic states (q′ >> q) are favored over
low-lying states, see the structure of the FC factors in
Eq. (28). Thus, the (low-bias) current is suppressed and
the blockade is lifted only at large bias once incoming
electrons have sufficient energy to excite high vibronic
states.
(iii) Repulsion (strength U) between electrons on the
dot may drive the “Coulomb blockade” effect if Γν < Tν
and U > Γν . We do not consider this type of Blockade
in the present analysis though extensions are immediate
[23].
In what follows we exemplify current suppression in
the AH and SF models. Recall that the Franck-Condon
blockade physics is missing in the SF setup since its over-
lap matrix elements (29) do not cross. As a result, at
weak electron-impurity coupling the transport behavior
in the two models is expected to be similar, controlled
by the ORB. At intermediate coupling (when the FC
factors obey |M0,0| > |M0,1| > |M0,2|...) both models are
affected by the MB-ORB, renormalizing the suppression
region. At strong coupling the AH model is controlled
by the FC factors, while the behavior of the SF model is
determined by the MB-ORB physics.
3. unequilibrated impurity
We display the current-voltage characteristics of the
AH and the SF junctions in Figs. 5-6. The dot energy is
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FIG. 5: Current-voltage characteristics of the AH and SF
models at ǫd = 0 with weak (a) and strong (b) electron-
impurity coupling. (a) The inset zooms on weak coupling fea-
tures, demonstrating the similarity, and onset of deviations,
between the models, as coupling increases.
placed either at the center of the bias window, ǫd = 0, or,
under positive gating conditions we set ǫd = 1.5 [54]. In
the weak coupling limit (α≪ 1) both models show simi-
lar features, particularly, an off-resonance suppression of
the tunneling current, see Fig. 6(a). At strong coupling
α ∼ 2, the models show current blockade, however the
underlying cause differs. In the AH model the current
is suppressed due to the behavior of the FC factors, fa-
voring distant-energetic vibronic transitions; in the SF
model diagonal, q → q, transitions always dominate. In-
stead, the current is suppressed by the MB-ORB effect:
As we increase the coupling to the impurity, the molecu-
lar frequency relevant for the onset of current develops as
∆E− = |ǫd− ω02 (
√
1 + 4α2− 1)|. When ǫd = 0 the block-
ade region is monotonically increasing with α, in a linear
fashion for large α. In the gated ǫd > 0 case the block-
ade physics is more involved; the current is suppressed at
sufficiently low biases if the bare energy ǫd is tuned away
from the special point of degeneracy ∆E− = 0, satisfying
ǫd =
ω0
2
(√
1 + 4α2 − 1
)
. (48)
This point is encircled in Fig. 2(b), taking place at α =
1.94 for ǫd = 1.5. Fig. 6(c) shows that the low-bias
current is indeed suppressed in the SF model when α 6=
1.9.
Note that the MB-ORB effect takes place in the AH
model as well: Besides the FC physics, the off-resonance
blockade is lifted at level crossings when ǫ1,q = ǫ0,q, or
ǫd = α
2ω0, see the α = 0.5, 1 data lines in Fig. 6(b).
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FIG. 6: Current-voltage characteristics in a gated ǫd = 1.5
junction at weak (a) and strong (b-c) coupling. Different
types of blockade play a role: (a) ORB at weak interactions,
(b) FCB in the AH model, and (c) MB-ORB in the strongly-
interacting SF model.
However, at large coupling (α > 1) the MB-ORB effect
is marginal in the AH model, and the FCB physics dom-
inates.
Conductance plots (dI/d∆µ) are presented in Fig. 7.
The AH model demonstrates the FCB physics, the de-
velopment of the gap with increasing α. The SF model
shows uneven level spacings, the result of molecular an-
harmonicity, and the development of the MB-ORB ef-
fect away from the degeneracy point at ∆E− = 0. In
Fig. 8 we complement this analysis and present the low-
temperature conductance as a function of bias voltage
and electron-impurity interaction parameter α. We find
that at negative gating the blockade region monotonically
increases with α. For positive gating there is a particular
solution of Eq. (48), resulting in a resonance behavior.
4. Energy Dissipation and thermal equilibration
The behavior of the AH model with an equilibrated
vibration was considered in several studies, see Refs.
[6, 7, 11]. Models with explicit secondary heat baths
were reviewed in Ref. [24]. In the context of the Franck-
Condon blockade physics it was shown (in the sequential-
tunneling regime) that the blockade becomes more rig-
orous when the harmonic mode is equilibrated; when the
mode is unequilibrated tunneling electrons may leave the
molecular system with an excited vibration, and sub-
sequent tunneling processes can continue and increase
the excitation state [6]. When co-tunneling processes
are included, the AH model with equilibrated vibrations
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the figure.
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function of electron-spin interaction (α) and the bias voltage
∆µ at different gating, as indicated in the figure.
shows a significant increase in current for small biases,
∆µ < α2ω0, yet the FCB survives.
In this section we study the role of dissipation effects
and equilibration on the current-voltage characteristics of
the SF model. The role of mode equilibration is explored
using the ansatz (30). The more gentle introduction of
dissipation effects is studied using Eqs. (32)-(40).
We found that the equilibration of the impurity did
not affect the transport behavior of SF junctions when
ǫd = 0 (not shown). In Fig. 9 we thus display the cur-
rent at positive gating, ǫd = 1.5. First, we confirm that
the dissipative model interpolates correctly between the
isolated case Γh = 0 and the equilibrated Γh/ω0 > α
limit. The latter choice of parameters goes beyond the
weak (heat bath-impurity) coupling assumption under-
lying the derivation of Eq. (37). It is included here for
demonstrating that the dissipative model provides seem-
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ingly meaningful results even at strong dissipation Γh. It
is interesting to note that coupling to a secondary bath
may increase the current, compared to the case without
this bath, or decrease it, see panel (b) in Fig. 9.
Thermal effects influence the current only modestly at
positive gating as observed in Fig. 9, particularly leav-
ing intact the MB-ORB region. This is true as long as
∆E− is the smallest allowed transition frequency, see Fig.
2(b). In contrast, at negative gating (ǫd < 0) dissipation
or an enforced equilibration markedly influence the cur-
rent, contracting the blockade region, see Fig. 10. As
discussed below Eq. (46), this is because ∆E+ is the
smallest molecular frequency at negative gating and large
α, see Fig. 2(c). Therefore, by thermally-occupying spin-
up states we cut-down the critical voltage ∆µc from ∆E−
to ∆E+, further exposing the other ∆E
f
± transitions as
steps in the current-voltage characteristics.
IV. ADIABATIC LIMIT Γν > ω0
In the previous section we studied the nonadiabatic
high temperature limit, Γν < ω0, Tν , while allowing the
electron-impurity interaction energy to become arbitrary
large. In this section we focus on the opposite adiabatic
regime of large tunneling elements Γν > ω0, small α, and
low temperatures Tν < ω0.
The possible existence of more than one steady-state in
molecular junctions, and potential mechanisms of bista-
bility, switching, and hysteresis, have been topics of inter-
est and controversy in the past decade. While early con-
siderations adopted the Born-Oppenheimer mean-field
approximation [14, 18] and perturbative treatments [15],
more recent studies addressed this problem using brute-
force numerically exact simulation tools [19, 20, 30].
In this section we consider the existence of bistabil-
ity, hysteresis and switching in molecular junctions con-
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FIG. 9: Mild effect of mode equilibration on the current at
ǫd > 0 in the (a) weak coupling limit, and (b) at strong cou-
pling; the inset zooms on the region of interest. The legend de-
scribes all panels: (full) excluding a heat bath, (dashed-dotted
lines) including a dissipative spin bath at different couplings,
and (dashed) once enforcing impurity equilibration as in Eq.
(30). We used ǫd = 1.5 and Th = 0.05.
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FIG. 10: Strong influence of mode equilibration on the cur-
rent at ǫd < 0 (a) linear scale, (b) logarithmic scale, displaying
steps at low temperatures. The temperature of the electronic
baths is (as before) Tν = 0.05. Th is indicated in the figure,
and we used α = 2 and ǫd = −0.8.
sisting an anharmonic impurity, the SF model. These
effects, discussed so far in detail within the AH model,
are in principle not limited to strictly harmonic impu-
rities. Our analysis goes back to the simple mean-field
treatment of Galperin et al. [14] valid in the limit of
a large tunneling element Γν > ω0. This mean-field ap-
proach naturally fails in certain physical regimes [16, 17],
yet it serves as a valid starting point for comparing the
AH and SF models, for considering phenomenology pre-
ceding extensive numerical treatments [19, 20]. We find
that the self-consistent equations, for the dot occupation
and charge current, have a related form in the AH and
SF models. However, bistability and hysteresis are miss-
ing in the latter case, considering the allowed-consistent
range of parameters.
We begin by introducing a variant of the dissipative
SF model, complementing the models of Sec. III B,
HdissSF =
∑
ν,k
ǫka
†
ν,kaν,k +
∑
ν,k
(
vν,ka
†
ν,kd+ v
∗
ν,kd
†aν,k
)
+ ǫdnˆd +
ω0
2
σz + αω0σxnˆd
+
∑
j
ωjb
†
jbj + σz
∑
j
ηj
(
b†j + bj
)
. (49)
The impurity polarization is coupled to displacements
of harmonic oscillators in a secondary heat bath, itself
prepared in a thermodynamic state at temperature Th.
In the adiabatic limit Γν > ω0 tunneling electrons are
fast and the two-state impurity is slow. Under a Born-
Oppenheimer timescale-separation approximation a dis-
sipative spin Hamiltonian can be defined,
HS =
ω0
2
σz +Mσxnd
+
∑
j
ωjb
†
jbj + σz
∑
j
ηj
(
b†j + bj
)
, (50)
consisting slow DOF. Here nd = tr[ρnˆd] stands for the ex-
pectation value of the dot number operator in the steady-
state limit; ρ is the total density matrix. The definition
M ≡ αω0 for the electron-spin interaction energy takes
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us back to the notation of Ref. [14]. However, while
in the AH model the related electron-averaged Hamilto-
nian includes only harmonic modes, resulting in an exact
quantum Langevin equation treatment [14], Eq. (50) re-
duces to the more complex “spin-boson” Hamiltonian; by
further defining the spin tunneling element as ∆ ≡ 2Mnd
we recover the usual form of this model.
It is useful to define the spectral density function,
J(ω) = 4π
∑
j η
2
j δ(ω − ωj), enclosing the interaction of
the spin with the boson heat bath. It is assumed here to
take an Ohmic form,
J(ω) = 2πωKe−ω/ωc, (51)
with ωc as the cutoff frequency of the heat bath and K
a dimensionless damping parameter.
The thermodynamic properties and the dynamical be-
havior of the spin-boson model were explored in details
in different limits [55]. If the damping is weak (K ≪ 1)
it can be shown that the long-time bath-traced coherence
obeys in the Ohmic case the expression
〈σx〉 ∼ −
∆2eff
∆Ω
tanh
Ω
2Th
, (52)
valid beyond the noninteracting blip approximation [55].
Here Ω2 = ∆2b(1 + 2Kµ), ∆b = [ω
2
0 + ∆
2
eff ]
1/2, µ =
ℜΨ(i∆b/2πTh) − ln(∆b/2πTh) with ℜ denoting the real
part of ψ, the digamma function. The effective tunnel-
ing element, between spin states, is given by ∆eff =
∆ [Γ(1− 2K) cos(πK)]1/2(1−K) (∆/ωc)K/(1−K); Γ stands
here for the Gamma function [55]. While we could con-
tinue our analysis with this expression, we simplify it so
as to arrive at the expressions of Ref. [14]. We thus
consider the limits ωc ≫ ∆, ω0 > ∆, and Th < ∆. We
can now approximate ∆eff → ∆, ∆b → ω0, reducing Eq.
(52) to
〈σx〉 ∼ − ∆
ω0(1 +Kµ)
, (53)
recall that ∆ = 2Mnd. The denominator describes the
renormalization of the spin splitting due to the coupling
to a heat bath. We now turn our attention to the fast,
fermionic, degrees of freedom, and define the Hamilto-
nian
HF ≡ ǫ˜d(nd)nˆd +
∑
ν,k
ǫka
†
ν,kaν,k
+
∑
ν,k
(
vν,ka
†
ν,kd+ v
∗
ν,kd
†aν,k
)
, (54)
with the shifted dot energy
ǫ˜d(nd) = ǫd − 2M
2nd
ω0(1 +Kµ)
. (55)
The shift is referred to as a “reorganization energy”,
ǫreorg ≡M2/[ω0(1+Kµ)], and it absorbs the response of
the impurity and its attached bath to charge occupation
on the dot.
The electronic Hamiltonian, Equations (54)-(55), is
parallel to the result of Galperin et al. [14]. Repeat-
ing their arguments, bistability may, in principle, develop
since the following coupled equations can take more than
one solution,
nd =
ΓL
π(ΓL + ΓR)
arctan
[
x+ 2
µL
(ΓL + ΓR)
]
+
ΓR
π(ΓL + ΓR)
arctan
[
x+ 2
µR
(ΓL + ΓR)
]
+
1
2
, (56)
nd =
ΓL + ΓR
4ǫreorg
x+
ǫd
2ǫreorg
, (57)
The first equation here describes the steady-state zero-
temperature expectation value of the dot occupation un-
der the electronic Hamiltonian (54). The second equa-
tion corresponds to the shifted dot energy (55) with
(µF = (µL + µR)/2 = 0) x ≡ −2ǫ˜d/(ΓL + ΓR). To treat
the case of nonzero temperatures one should retract to
Eq. (52) and employ the finite temperature solution for
the dot occupation, replacing Eq. (56).
We now point that in developing Eq. (55) we have
made the assumption ∆ < ω0, translating to α < 1.
Given that Γν > ω0, we conclude that our analysis is
valid only when ǫreorg ∼ α2ω0 < Γν . This implies a large
slope in Eq. (57), providing only one solution, see Fig.
11. It can be similarly shown that multiple solutions are
missing in the opposite ∆ > ω0 limit.
Thus, when the electron is coupled to a dissipative
two-state mode, we reach adiabatic equations which di-
rectly correspond to those obtained in the dissipative AH
model. However, multiple solutions are missing in the SF
model at the level of the mean-field approximation. Nu-
merically exact simulations should be performed to reach
conclusive results. Particularly fitting are influence func-
tional path integral approaches in which the impurity
spectrum is naturally truncated [56].
To complement transport studies, Sec. III, we further
write the adiabatic limit of the charge current, a Lan-
dauer expression,
I =
1
2π
∫
dǫ
ΓLΓR[fL(ǫ)− fR(ǫ)]
[ǫ− ǫ˜d(nd)]2 + (ΓL + ΓR)2/4 . (58)
The (assumed energy independent) hybridization energy
Γν was defined in Eq. (5). The system shows an off-
resonance blockade, and the critical bias is (simply) lin-
early reduced by the reorganization energy, see Eq. (55).
V. SUMMARY
The Anderson-Holstein model provides a minimal de-
scription of molecular junctions, by including the in-
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FIG. 11: Electronic dot occupation in the SF model, quantum
adiabatic limit, with ǫd = 4.5, ∆µ = 0, and Γν = 0.25. The
full line was generated from Eq. (56). Eq. (57) provides
the dashed (dashed-dotted) lines, based on data consistent
(inconsistent) with the derivation of Eq. (57); the dashed-
dotted line is included here for demonstrating that multiple
solutions can show only when ǫreorg/Γ > 1, deviating from
the assumptions leading to Eq. (57).
teraction of electrons in the molecule with a harmonic-
vibrational mode. The spin-fermion model describes sim-
plified nonequilibrium Kondo-like systems in which con-
ducting electrons interact with a spin impurity. Our goal
here has been to complement studies of the AH model,
and analyze the role of mode anharmonicity on nonlinear
transport characteristics, blockade physics and possible
bistability.
In the first - main part of the paper we considered the
nonadiabatic (slow electron) limit. We transformed the
AH and the SF models into a comparable form, suitable
for a perturbative expansion in the tunneling element,
where to that order, the coupling of the dot electron to
the impurity (vibrational mode or spin) is included to
all orders. In the limit of weak electron-impurity cou-
pling the two models support similar transport behavior.
At strong electron-impurity interactions significant devi-
ations arise. Principally, the SF model does not support
the analog of the Franck Condon blockade physics which
governs the behavior of the AH model. However, the SF
model does show a nontrivial many-body off-resonance
current suppression; the off-resonance regime is deter-
mined by a nonlinear function of the electron coupling
to the impurity, and by the gate voltage (ǫd 6= 0). In
the second part of the paper we briefly analyzed the adi-
abatic limit at low temperatures. Based on mean-field
arguments, we pointed out that that electron occupation
and the charge current in the SF model obey adiabatic
equations analogous to those reached in the AH system.
However, multiple solutions are absent in the case of a
two-state impurity, thus nonlinear transport effects such
as bistability and hysteresis are missing, at this level of
approximation.
The AH and the SF models discussed in this paper
can describe hybrid physical scenarios beyond molecular
junctions [57], for example, nanomechanical systems in
which the conducting electrons interact with mechanical
modes [9], and photon assisted electron transport situa-
tions, through quantum dot systems [58]. In future work
we will examine the correspondence in transport behav-
ior between harmonic and anharmonic-mode models us-
ing numerically exact methodologies [56].
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Appendix: Collections of harmonic modes or spins
The general transformation discussed in Sec. II A
can be performed on an extended model with M spin-
degenerate electronic sites, m = 1, 2, ...,M , where each
site is coupled to multiple impurities. In the case of
the generalized AH model this constitutes a collection
of phonons, and the tight-binding network is given by
HMAH =
∑
m
ǫmnˆm +
∑
m,m′
(
vm,m′a
†
mam′ + v
∗
m′,ma
†
m′am
)
+
∑
p
ωpb
†
pbp +
∑
m
nˆm
∑
p
αm,pωp
(
b†p + bp
)
. (A1)
Here a†m (am) are creation (annihilation) fermionic oper-
ators. The set of local phonons (creation operator b†p) is
coupled to the electronic number operator of site m, nˆm,
with the dimensionless parameter αm,p. The polaron-
transformed Hamiltonian, an extension of Eq. (14), is
given by
H¯MAH =
∑
m
(
ǫm −
∑
p
α2m,pωp
)
nˆm
+
∑
m,m′
(
vm,m′a
†
mam′e
(Am−Am′) + h.c.
)
+
∑
p
ωpb
†
pbp, (A2)
with the anti-hermitian operator Am =
∑
p αm,p(b
†
p−bp).
The rate constant of electron hopping between neighbor-
ing sites can be calculated e.g., by treating vm,m′ as a
small parameter [59]. Recent studies adopted this model
for describing coherent electronic energy transfer in a pro-
tein environment, see for example Refs. [47, 48].
Equation (A1) has been often introduced in the liter-
ature to model the interaction of electrons or excitons
with a normal-mode environment (phonons, photons),
13
but a local-anharmonic spin-bath can be similarly im-
plemented. The M -site SF model is given by the Hamil-
tonian
HMSF =
∑
m
ǫmnˆm +
∑
m,m′
(
vm,m′a
†
mam′ + v
∗
m′,ma
†
m′am
)
+
∑
p
ωp
2
σpz +
∑
m
nˆm
∑
p
αm,pωpσ
p
x. (A3)
The spin bath includes many local modes of spacing ωp,
described by the Pauli matrices σpx,y,z, coupled via αm,p
to the electronic number operator on sitem. This Hamil-
tonian can be transformed by extending the procedure of
Sec. II C to receive
H¯MSF =
∑
m
ǫmnˆm +
∑
m,m′
(
vm,m′a
†
mam′e
(Am−Am′) + h.c.
)
+
∑
p
ωp
2
σpz +
∑
m
nˆm
∑
p
ωp
2
(
1− cos 2λm,p
cos 2λm,p
)
σpz .
(A4)
Here λm,p =
1
2 arctan(2αm,p) is a renormalized coupling
parameter and Am = i
∑
p λm,pσ
p
y is the anti-hermitian
operator generating the transformation. It is interesting
to extend recent polaron studies of exciton transfer in
biomolecules and examine the dynamics under the local-
bath model (A4), to understand the role of bath har-
monicity/anharmonicity (normal modes or local modes)
in sustaining quantum coherent dynamics of electronic
degrees of freedom.
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